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What’s so special about 40 to Phoenix?
40 to Phoenix is an event that started because Members wanted
to come to visit Home Office. It just so happens with the correct
starting point you can ride Hwy 40 from the east coast almost to
Phoenix (well to Flagstaff and then down the I-17).
It was a Member, Greg McKinney from Arkansas, there is always
a Member, who took this project on and made it happen. He has
passed the reins to Russ Schaffer, who has run the event for the
past 5 years, who is having fun with it today. When they arrive in
Phoenix it will celebrate the 40th Anniversary 40 to Phoenix Ride
and this is year 8!
What is my lesson with this event? It wasn’t an
Officer who made this happen, it was Members
wanting something to happen and then one of
those Members stepping forward to make it happen.
As Officers, we are always too hard on ourselves! We think the
only person who can do it is me, or someone on my team,
another Officer. We are cheating ourselves out of some really
good ideas and events by closing our minds and our ranks with
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this thinking. It’s time for a breakout!

It’s time we ask for help! When you read Wing World magazine that is coming out any
day now, you will see an article from me asking for help! We are a special organization
as we rely on and thrive from the good thinking and volunteering of Members who care!
When we don’t reach out and ask for help we are not showing value to those around us
who would help us out in a minute. For some of you, stretch out of your comfort zone
and reach out and accept the help around you, be bold and ask for help and then graciously receive that help. They will need guidance and you are just the Officer to provide that guidance. If you are used to asking for and accepting help, reach out again
and freshen up that volunteer pool, Members love to be asked and they love to help.
Enrich your life and that of a Member and show them that although you can do it, it will
be even better with them!
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In GWRRA, we are blessed to have many fine ladies join the ranks as Officers, particularly as great Chapter Directors. This month I would like to share an article I read in the
New York District Newsletter all about a Chapter Director, and her answer to a common
challenge we face in GWRRA. Let me introduce Arlene Connelly and her husband Roger, CDs for NY-U.

How to keep a Chapter Alive! (edited for space limitations)

“First, let me say that it is an honor to write an article for the District
newsletter, and secondly, let me say that it takes a team to keep a
Chapter healthy and alive!

My name is Arlene Connelly, and my husband is Roger. It is hard to
believe, but it has been four years since we became the proud owners
of a 1999 Gold Wing. In the trunk of the Gold Wing, Roger found a
copy of Wing World and thought we should join. We had not more than sent in our membership when Betty Mac from Chapter U starting hounding us to come to a meeting. We
walked into the meeting and they had their eyes set on us – “new blood.” That was the
beginning of our career with GWRRA.
Even though I had no intention of becoming the Chapter Director, Bill Spoon had other
ideas. He volunteered the Chapter to host the “Ride-In”, and then at the end of the year,
resigned, all along, coaching me to be the new Director. “It’s easy, anyone can do it.” As
you might guess, I was kicking and screaming all the way. As you know, I consented
with one stipulation, my best buddy, Brenda Peterson, had to be my Assistant Director.
We had dragged her and her husband, Mark, to the meetings with us. So began the
“Estrogen Empire”, as we have been called. I would be remiss if I didn’t include the support of my hubby, who made it very clear that I was going to be the Director and he was
going to be the Ride Coordinator.
It was now our challenge to host a “successful” Ride-In, with a very
small number of active members. I truly believe that hosting the
Ride-In was the key to bringing our Chapter back to life. We started
planning, brainstorming, ordering shirts, and before we knew it, we
had started to gain momentum. We contacted the local newspaper,
and they did a full-page spread on our Chapter and the upcoming
“Ride-In.” We were on the move and it felt good. We became the
“Little Chapter that Can and DOES!” By all measures, the “Ride-In”
was a success.
What next? Wow, hadn’t we met many other Chapters and their
members at the “Ride-In?” Let’s start visiting them. Again, off to new adventures and
persuading our membership with us, whether they liked it or not. Who can say no to Arlene and “Sweet” Brenda?
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The key words in growing a Chapter (this is only my
opinion) are organization, participation, willingness to
get out of your comfort zone, and teamwork, which is
what? Membership makes us strong. We need new
members. What’s the old saying? “Build it and they will
come.” We started looking around and noticing that
there were many Gold Wings out there. If we saw a Gold
Wing just parked, we would put a membership packet on
it. Of course, you have to understand that we live in little
ole Chautauqua County, not a large city. Recruitment Day – what a great idea! Hector’s
Honda, our local dealership, was more than willing to supply hot dogs and pop and even
displayed one of their new Gold Wings. We passed out a lot of hot dogs and along with
the hot dog went a membership packet.
As we became more familiar with GWRRA, we learned about all this exciting “stuff”, like
Dash for Cash, (we have a D4C Coordinator), Chapter of the Year (we have a CHOY
Coordinator), and, oh yes, the TRAVELING PLAQUE. We now have goals to achieve.
Let’s get enough points for Dash for Cash. The saying, “nothing ventured, nothing
gained,” turns into an application for Chapter of the Year. Off and running, one more
time. With the support of our membership, we earned Dash for Cash points, we earned
third place for Chapter of the Year (a huge surprise), and we captured the famous traveling plaque, first time since 2002. None of this would have been possible if we didn’t
have the support of our membership.
As a result of teamwork and goal setting, we have been gaining new members. We try
to make it a point that you don’t have to have a Gold Wing to join our Chapter. Our last
four new members ride other brands. It’s so great to attend one of our meetings and see
new faces. Please come join us. Also, who’s next to capture the traveling plaque since
we still have it?
So, the question that every Chapter asks is, “How do we get new members?” As everyone knows, this is not an easy task. Chapter NY-U has
gained new members through new ideas and lots of excitement. I truly
believe that keeping the Chapter alive stems from having goals, maintaining excitement, and above all, being “a TEAM.” We have had some
wonderful trips on our Gold Wing that we would not have experienced, had we not
joined GWRRA.” by Arlene Connelly NY Chapter NY-U Director
We thank Arlene for allowing us to share some of her thoughts and experiences with NY
-U. Did you spot an idea you can “borrow” from what that Chapter has done to stay
healthy & happy?
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Take the Challenge!
In previous Insight articles, we have discussed various topics related to
Chapter operations and successful Chapter leadership strategies. We have
focused on the importance of the Chapter Directors position but just as important is the supporting staff of able and willing assistants who fill a variety
of roles, performing tasks that are vital to the long term health of the Chapter as a whole.
In every Chapter, as the years go by, our Chapter Directors step down for a
host of reasons. Health, age, employment, financial or family issues all
take their toll and a Chapter can find itself in the situation where a long
serving capable and popular Chapter Director needs to step down. Ideally,
the members of the supporting staff, beginning (ideally) with a good Assistant Chapter Director are there to step in and continue in the leadership
role. This is how it was originally intended when the GWRRA Chapter
structure was designed many years ago.
But as time has gone by and the demographics of our Chapters has
changed, sometimes the full supportive staff or even the position of Assistant Chapter Director isn't there to fill in, as designed. When a long serving
and well liked Chapter Director steps down, there is often a sense of shock
or disappointment among the Chapter members who've become accustomed to the smooth leadership of the outgoing Director and all the good
times that they've enjoyed. When there's no one immediately there to take
over and maintain continuity, the Chapter can fall into disarray and even
dissolution.
This is where the "Challenge" part comes in. For
a Chapter to remain open and active (by GWRRA
guidelines) there must be a Chapter Director and
a Treasurer. These two positions are required. This is where the support
staff (such as it might be) comes in. If the members have for years enjoyed
a well-oiled and fun filled Chapter, and now their Chapter Director is gone,
somebody has got to STEP UP. To paraphrase an old patriotic saying,
"now is the time for all good members to come to the aid of their Chapter".
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In other words, if you've enjoyed all the
good times, FUN, great rides and entertaining gatherings, and want to continue
with it, a member of the staff (or other willing Chapter member) must take the initiative to assume the leadership role.
"Easy for you to say", you might be thinking about now, but Nan and I have done it
(she's into her 5th year of an encore performance as CD) and it's a "Challenge" we've never regretted taking. The
Chapter Director's position is the "funest" of all the leadership positions in
GWRRA. The paperwork is MINIMAL (despite the rumors to the contrary)
and it's mostly about leading your Chapter members into FUN and enjoyable experiences. It's about great rides and destinations that you will all remember and talk about for a long time. It's not a "job", it's about having a
fun time on your Gold Wings, taking overnight trips, seeing sights you'd
never see in your car and making solid friends for life. That's been our experience with it.

So, if you and your fellow Chapter members find yourselves in that situation
where your CD has stepped down, your chapter could be on the verge of
closure and you're not sure what to do; do the right thing and settle on one
of you to STEP UP and give it a try. GWRRA has a great staff of District,
Region and National leaders who will help you in any way they can. It won't
be a leap into the darkness, you'll have guidance and support the whole
way. There's great leadership material and information on the O-Connect
web site and your District, Region and National staff is but a phone call or e
-mail away. We'll do whatever is necessary to help you make your Chapter
a success and work alongside you through the entire process.
Folks, please give this some thought and consider "taking the challenge"
when the time comes.

Bob & Nan
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Saying Yes!
Very early in my GWRRA career a good friend of mine visited my Chapter.
We had a great time catching up on old times, but what was so profound about
the visit was the message he left with me. He spoke about the success he had
experienced; he then told me the secret…Saying Yes.
He then described the different things he was asked to do that he said “Yes” to.
He is now an Executive Director leading several businesses and even has the
time to volunteer for GW. He also shared that if he had not said yes, things
would have been a whole lot different; not only in his business world, but in
GW as well.

It got me to thinking…”What could I say yes to?”

Here is a list of things that many who have experienced success in GWRRA
have said YES to:


Applying for membership



Attending a Chapter ride or gathering



Volunteering for a leadership role



Attending training opportunities



Visiting other Chapters



Inviting motorcycling people to join



Attending Rallies (District, Region and/or Wing Ding)



And the list goes on

We find at times that Members come to our gatherings and wait for things to
happen. However, by saying YES, we open the door to more opportunities and
excitement in our GW experience.
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We are often told to learn to say no. However, sometimes saying YES is what
will make the difference. Obviously our personal situation gives us limitations,
but sometimes we play it too safe.
So, think back to your successes. Was it because you said YES? Could you say
YES to something else? Is there something you’ve wanted to say YES to but
haven’t? Go ahead, make that decision, “SAY YES” to that one thing you’ve
wanted to do or pick something from the list above. Watch the difference that
it makes and watch where it takes you.

Just “Say Yes”
Thank You & Ride Safe

Bruce & Barb
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By the Book
By: Jack Wagner
Deputy Director
Region H Trainer

“By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer Leaders
and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained in the GWRRA
Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook can be found at the following Internet website: www.gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.
Who Chooses Who?
As we continue our trek thru the Officer's Handbook, we find the section of the
Handbook relating to the Officer appointment process to be outdated - the process was changed in 2015. In order to find the proper appointment processes for
all Officers of our Association, one must look at the section titled Officer Appointing Process on the Officer Resources page of the GWRRA website.
Hopefully we all know that Directors, Assistant Directors and Educators have always been Officers of our Association. Beginning in 2010, Region and District
Trainers became Officers. In 2011, Membership Enhancement Coordinators and
Treasurers at all levels were added as Officers. And what may be new news to
many is that beginning in 2017, Motorist Awareness Coordinators at the Region
and District levels are now also Officers of our Association.
The appointment process for Operations officers is as follows. Where the box
says 'Director', it is referring to the appointing Director – for example, when appointing a Chapter Director, the box refers to the District Director; when appointing a District Director, the box refers to the Region Director and so on.
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For Program Officers, meaning Educators, Treasurers, MECs, Trainers and now
MA officers, the process is different from the Operations process. When appointing Program Officers, the Director and the Program Officer one level up are to
collaborate and come to a consensus on the appointee. For example, when appointing a Chapter Educator, the Chapter Director and District Educator must
reach agreement. The reason for this is that the appointee is not only part of the

Director's team, but must also have the knowledge to perform Program specific tasks. The process is as follows.

Two other things to remember. The Operations Director assumes primary
responsibility and authority for all of the other Programs at his or her level.
The second item is that Officer positions are not tied to the tenure of the appointing or co-appointing officer. Just because the appointing or coappointing officer changes does not mean any of the other officer positions
change as well. That said, no one will be 'forced' onto their appointing or co
-appointing officer's team – should there be an issue, they should all communicate to resolve the concern.
The more you know, the better it gets!

Jack Wagner
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Chapter Officers – the Brains of Our Association
If Chapters are thought of as the body of our Association, Chapter Officers are the brain. Without the brain directing the various
bodily functions, the body will die. Without Officers providing direction for various Chapter activities, the Chapter must close.
And as Chapters close, our Association begins to die.
Being a Chapter Officer is not a difficult, time consuming, job
with a lot of requirements. Yes, there are some responsibilities associated with
being an Officer. While they are important and must be done, they do not take a
tremendous amount of time to accomplish – in many cases, only a few minutes
when done on a monthly basis. How long does it take the Treasurer to make the
bank deposit and balance the check book each month? How long does it take
the MEC to call and welcome any new Members to the Chapter each month, then
let the District MEC know contacts were made? There are nearly two years worth
of Rider Education newsletter articles already written and waiting for the Educator
to include in the Chapter newsletter. How long does it take for the Educator to fill
out the N.6 Chapter activity report and send it to the District Educator?
Becoming an officer may not be for everyone, but too often it is viewed as something to be avoided at all costs. Every one of us has made some type of negative
comment regarding Officer positions. Instead of offering thanks and congratulations for accepting the position, we make remarks of condolences, sucker, or I'm
sorry you had to do this. Did you get the engineer's hat when you were railroaded into taking this job? I've been (insert position) and I ain't doing it again. What
about comments regarding how much time the position takes? I don't know how
Bill was able to do this since he still has a job. If you were a Member, especially
a newer Member, if you overheard any of these, how interested would you be in
taking on an Officer role? Sometimes we can be our own worst enemies.
The reality is that Officers are supposed to have FUN too. That's not to say its
always roses and candy – there can be difficult situations that must be dealt with
once in a while. But those are the exception, not the rule. Taking an active role
in your Chapter will be a very rewarding experience. After all, being an Officer really boils down to doing two things: 1) provide opportunities for the Members to
do what they enjoy most and 2) ensure the Chapter continues to exist into the future. While each of those can contain several elements, if you are accomplishing
each of those, you are fully benefiting not only your Chapter, but GWRRA as a
whole.

To those who are currently Chapter Officers – THANK YOU!

Bob & Althea Berry
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RUMOR HAS IT

Rumor, a 5-year old German Shepherd won Best in Show at
the Westminster Kennel Club dog show. A German Shepherd had not won for the previous 30 years. The Chicago
Cubs won the World Series for the first time since 1908. And
the New England Patriots overcame a 25-point deficit to win
the Super Bowl. The last time any Super Bowl team came
back from being that far down was…never. Nothing lasts forever.
Well, welcome to GWRRA. Change is in the air; making room for new
members, new ways to learn, up-to-date concepts of safety, and contemporary methods of defining “fun” and “enjoyment.” But while dozens, and
sometimes tens-of-dozens of members are making it all happen, there
are gaps in the transitions. And, those gaps too often lead to misinformation, conjecture and…rumors (betcha didn’t figure out how to tie in the
dog did ya!).
Rumor – “The University is taking over Rider Ed.” Not even close. “Rider
Ed seminars will reside on the University Website.” Possible, but marked
as Rider Ed modules with specific presenter requirements. “Any member
itching to present a Rider Ed seminar/module, regardless of certification,
must be current in the Levels program.” True.
So, let’s look at one small piece of the puzzle – who can teach what Rider Education seminars/modules. What’s the difference? Seminars are
those classroom experiences that have been taught by Rider Education
over the past several years. One by one, selected Seminars are being
converted into Modules.
Here is a partial list of the seminars that have not yet been converted:
Co-Rider
Dealing With Different Elements (in the process of conversion)
Helmet Myths
Motorcycling For the Mature Rider
Night Riding
How To Use The Rider Education Database
I’m An Educator, Now What?
Riding In The Heat
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Running Mountains, Hills and Curves
Team Riding
Level Up
Any member who has been certified by Rider Education as a Seminar
Presenter and is current in the Levels Program at Level II or above may
teach these seminars until they are converted. Once a Rider Education
Seminar is converted to the new format, it may only be taught by a member who has successfully completed the ITCP course and is current in the
Rider Education Levels Program at Level II or above. For example, the
“Going, Going Gone” seminar has been converted and is now the “Away
We Go” training module as is Riding With New/Inexperienced Riders.
There are and will continue to be, as new material is developed, seminars/modules that may only be taught by Rider Education presenters.
Currently those are High Side, Crash Scene Response, Road Captain,
and Trailering.
So with patience, waiting for the facts, and avoiding the rumor trap, we
won’t go to the dogs.

Bob & Althea
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GWRRA University
A brand new way GWRRA designs, delivers and tracks
all online and classroom education and training for the Association.

gwrratraining.com
The Willie Nelson song “On the Road Again” keeps playing over and over in
my head. Unfortunately this not because I’m on the Gold Wing but, simply because I’ve been “on the road again” or on a few occasions in the air for the
past few weeks and so have the other Instructor Trainers. ITCP Instructors
are being certified across the country and Canada.
By the time you read this, because the Training Team has been on the road,
Certified Instructors will be ready to conduct the new training modules in all
Regions of the United States, Canada, Israel and Italy. Two hundred and thirty-five (235) certified Instructors and counting! Countless hours have been
spent by the Instructor Trainers to make this happen. They are the best of the
best!!!
Have you attended one of the new modules? If so, will you do the Training
Team a favor and send us your feedback? Your feedback is very important to
us and to the program. Feedback gives us the tools we need to continue the
quality instruction you the Members deserve. If you haven’t attended one of
the modules I would personally recommend you put it on your “to do” list for
the next available opportunity. You will not be sorry, just those who have attended.

Clara & Fred
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Keep Your Gatherings FUN!!!
We all see this a lot on Chapter calendars: something like, “Eat at 6, Meet
at 7”. But really, our Gatherings start as soon as there are 2 Members there
to visit with each other! GWRRA is not a club, and we definitely don’t follow
“Robert’s Rules of Order”. Our gatherings are fun and informative – and if
you don’t have the FUN part there, you won’t have nearly as many people
there to hear the “informative” part!
Variety is the spice of life. Add something new – not just the same drawings
and agenda, mix it up! Get guest speakers you feel other Members might
be interested in hearing – not just motorcycle-related. We’ve had a lot of interest locally in speakers on everything from “active shooter” situations, to
“prepping”. You do not need to be the CD or an Officer to bring up something like this – go ahead and volunteer your ideas; your CD will love you for
it!
We’ve seen a lot of cool ideas when visiting other Chapters. If you like it,
steal it! Imitation is flattery, after all. Instead of a 50/25/25 drawing, surprise
everyone with a Bingo night. Get Charlie up there to show the pictures from
his cross-country trip. Encourage participation from all Members, not just
the extroverts in the group. Mix the seating up – if you can rearrange the
furniture, do it! Officers, don’t just sit at the same old “Officers Table” – sit
with some Members (or guests!) you don’t know well, and start a conversation. Recognize Members not just for some silly stuff they may have done,
but for something exceptional they did, or a bad situation well handled.
Chapter business matters, for the most part, should not be handled at Gatherings. That is what Chapter Team meetings are for. We don’t want to hear
about the bank balance, or dry statistics – we want to visit our friends, find
out what rides are being planned, and have FUN.
A good measure of how your Gathering went is to see how many people linger outside afterwards. If they can “eat at six and meet at seven”, spend a
couple of hours doing all that and still hang around outside for half an hour
or so visiting – you’re on the right track!

Larry & Penny

Mike & Barri Critzman
Motorist Awareness
Program Directors
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MAP Driven
“Help Us Survive the Ride!”

Effective Date: NOW

Announcing the New and Improved
Motorist Awareness Program!
Our Motto:

“Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge”

Our Slogan: “Help Us Survive the Ride”
Our Mission: “To educate the motoring public to be more
aware of motorcyclists and how they ride the road in an effort to reduce the number of motorcycle accidents, and to
continue GWRRA’s positive relationship between motorcyclists and the general public.”
Mike and Barri Critzman are excited to announce the roll out of the
New and Improved Motorist Awareness Program!
GWRRA has been training responsible riders for 40 years. During that time new and
complicated demands have been placed on all motorists. The primary focus of the Motorist Awareness Program is to interact with and educate the public to be safer drivers
around motorcyclists. Where Rider Education focuses on continued skill enhancement
for riders, the Motorist Awareness Program focuses on safety awareness for motorists
and the positive image of all motorcycle riders.
Motorist Awareness is a program which will offer exciting new opportunities for our Members and Leaders. MAP Officers will concentrate their efforts on contacting the public
and ensuring the availability of educational materials, media, and speakers. The District
Officer will create a faculty of volunteer speakers from around their District to meet the
speaking opportunities. They will also encourage Motorist Awareness ideas that can be
used at the Chapter level.

Congratulations to all of the new Motorist Awareness Officers and all those who support
this valuable program!

Mike & Barri
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An Event You Just Can’t Miss!!!
This year’s Wing Ding is special to
GWRRA as we’ll celebrate our
40 Year Anniversary!
I Challenge each Chapter, District
and Region to come prepared to
bring back the Disco moves in full
costumes and FUN!
Where: Thursday Aug. 31 at the
40th Anniversary Throw Back To
the Desert Disco Ball!
Get Your Tickets Now!

